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                       	About Roof Insulation



Polyiso roof insulation is the most widely used and accepted rigid roof insulation. Atlas ACFoam polyiso roof insulation is an easy, cost-effective, sustainable and energy efficient option for nearly any roofing application. Polyiso is the only roof insulation that can be used without the need for a thermal barrier, meaning roofs insulated with Atlas ACFoam can be installed without the cost of additional barriers.
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                      	Why Atlas?

Atlas is an innovative, customer-oriented provider of asphalt shingles, roof underlayments, rigid expanded polystyrene and polyiso insulation, geofoam, cold chain, protective packaging, lost foam, and cutting-edge coated and paper facers and underlayments for a diverse set of markets. Atlas has grown from a single asphalt shingle manufacturing facility to 36 facilities in North America with worldwide product distribution. Products from the company’s four major divisions, Polyiso Roof & Wall Insulation, Shingle & Underlayment, Molded Products, and Web Technologies, are manufactured in state-of-the-art facilities and shipped from its network of manufacturing plants and distribution facilities in the United States, Canada and Mexico.

A leader in promoting energy efficiency and conservation, Atlas has long been blazing the trail of environmental stewardship. Atlas now has eight top-of-the-line polyiso manufacturing facilities that produce millions of board feet each year.

                    

                    
                      	About Wall Insulation



With decades of proven performance, Atlas EnergyShield continuous wall insulation provides an uninterrupted thermal barrier over an entire wall, not just in wall cavities between studs. Atlas polyiso creates a versatile, effective barrier for thermal, air, moisture, and vapor control. Whether building a single family home or a high-rise, Atlas EnergyShield wall insulation will meet energy codes and ensure the best building performance. Atlas EnergyShield offers a full line of commercial and residential polyiso rigid foam continuous wall insulation. Offering high R-value, a range of durable facers and multiple control layers, EnergyShield products are suitable for a variety of applications.
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			THE POLYISO DIFFERENCE

Polyiso rigid foam insulation is used in more than 70% of commercial roof construction, as well as residential construction. Polyiso is a safe, cost-effective, sustainable and energy efficient construction material.


		

	





	
		
		
			

		
	


	
		
			A GLOBAL EXPERT

Atlas has more than 30 years’ experience manufacturing polyiso. The company has grown from a single manufacturing facility into an industry leader with 19 plants in North America and worldwide product distribution.


		

	





	
		
		
			

		
	


	
		
			WINNING SUSTAINABILITY

The U.S. EPA has recognized polyiso for its minimal environmental impact. Each Atlas plant manufactures polyiso insulation with blowing agent technology that is both zero ozone depleting (ODP) and has zero global warming potential (GWP).
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